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Consider these factors before developing a marketing plan. This section briefly examines some of the
criticisms raised and how governments, individuals, and marketers have addressed them. Load Previous Page
Economic and social aspects of marketing Sometimes criticized for its impact on personal economic and
social well-being, marketing has been said to affect not only individual consumers but also society as a whole.
These are just a few of the many economic marketing aspects that are shaping the business landscape.
Economic Benefit of Marketing Marketing drives a consumer economy, promoting goods and services and
targeting consumers most likely to become buyers. Others have raised concerns about marketing by saying
that it increases prices by encouraging excessive markups. The same happens when tax rates go up. People
want to feel like they are part of the in crowd. Marketing can also include more practical information to assist
in making a purchase, such as addresses, phone numbers, product release dates, store hours and Web
addresses. For example, if unemployment rates increase, the demand for goods and services will drop. To keep
current, your business has to adapt to changes in the industry and must always keep its eye out for innovative,
cutting-edge technology and product improvements. The Subliminal Advertising: Capturing the Minds of the
consumers is the main intention of these ads. While this process is inevitable for almost every product, there
are things you can do to slow it down: Keep your products fairly priced, work to stay competitive in the
marketplace and respond to your customers' tastes. For example, increasingly more customers are choosing
sustainable products. For E. Grayson Jonathan D. The higher the inflation rate, the more your purchasing
power decreases. They must also find ways to innovate their products and marketing efforts to avoid
obsolescence. If your business doesn't have a strong online presence, you're missing out on potential
customers and sales. It could mean the difference between success and failure. In practicing societal
marketing, marketers try to balance company profits, consumer satisfaction, and public interest in their
marketing policies. At one point, for example, almost everyone wanted a flip phone. It increases the pay rolls
of people working in this field. They also use information from consumer advocacy groups to learn about
which brands are most reliable and represent the best values. When customers stop buying your product at a
fast enough rate, you enter into diminishing returns. Your customers may no longer be able to afford your
products, which will affect your revenue. While there is clearly an imbalance of power between private
interests and public ones, since the late 20th century private companies have received more praise for their
marketing efforts for social causes. Recession Impacts Everyone's Bottom Line A recession is a slowdown in
economic activity that lasts for more than six months. In addition, brands may symbolize not only prestige but
also quality and functionality, which gives consumers greater confidence when they purchase a branded
product. Marketing refers to the process through which businesses and organizations promote themselves and
their products by communication with potential customers. Btu then there is some ads which are educative
also and now accepted by people. In addition, the marketing industry itself creates jobs and wealth as
businesses seek new and innovative ways to promote themselves and their products. For e.


